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Note
Projects often include situations when things can ‘go wrong’ — from simple delays
to grave accidents. Such predicaments are generally expressed as ‘risks’, and are
approached in a variety of ways (Perdicoúlis, 2015a).

1 Overview
The following risk analyses — presented in generic designations and grouped by interest
perspectives or ‘schools of thought’ — may be used either in combination, when offering
complementary perspectives (e.g. time and space), or as standalone if deemed satisfactory
for the needs of the sector or application (e.g. insurance company, industrial facility,
electrical installation project). The choice must be not only appropriate, but also made
well in advance and implemented properly (Perdicoúlis, 2015a).
— facts —
Temporal analysis — investigates the time (e.g. instance, frequency, duration, recurrence) where risks have occurred and/ or are likely to occur
Spatial analysis — investigates the space (e.g. location, extension, pattern) where risks
have occurred and/ or are likely to occur
— dynamics —
Causality analysis (system) — investigates causes, effects, and their relations
(Perdicoúlis, 2010); ex ante and/ or ex post
Procedural analysis (process) — investigates actual and potential errors in the
way (e.g. sequence, method, people) that actions are carried out (e.g. by design,
tradition, chance)
— economics —
Probability analysis — investigates patterns of occurrence, typically in terms of
frequency and/ or likelihood ; typically the base for liability and financial analyses
Liability analysis — attributes legal responsibilities; may require causality analysis;
ex ante and/ or ex post; typically associated with insurance policies
Financial analysis — estimates monetary values for the identified (e.g. experienced,
forecast) risks; typically associated with budgeting

2 Risk Breakdown Structure (RiBS)
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A comprehensive and practical way to deal with the risks of a project — and thus often
encountered in project management — is to create a risk breakdown structure (RiBS).
This is a hierarchical representation of the aspects of the project that may be the cause of
potential risks (PMI, 2013, p.280).
The value of RiBS is organisational: it helps to organise and display the activities of the
project that are likely to contain risks. As with all other breakdown structures (Perdicoúlis,
2013), the configuration and content of the RiBS must be decided per project.

Generic RiBS diagram with critical risks (in darker boxes), associations, and comments;
responses include both pro- and re-active alternatives
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